Hitachi Energy’s e-mesh™
Power Plant Controller is a
pre-engineered solution for
renewable plant control.

Renewable insight

e-mesh PPC
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e-mesh PPC
Power Plant Controller for renewable plants
A reliable solution to ensure grid code compliance for renewable energy resources.

Renewable energy production has taken center stage, providing
carbon-free energy with photovoltaic (PV) and wind power
generation as key contributors in the grid energy mix.
The main challenge of integrating renewable energy generation
into the transmission and distribution grids is maintaining system
stability. Renewable energy depends on the availability of natural
resources that fluctuate constantly, making them unpredictable.
The changing grid is forcing many countries to update grid code
standards and regulations, making them much more strict in
order to integrate renewable energy whilst maintaining the energy
supply quality and reliability.
Hitachi Energy’s e-mesh ecosystem of solutions and products
ensure power reliability and availability, grid stability, and the
integration of renewable energy enabled by advanced
automation technology.

Grid Edge Solutions has installed more than
200 microgrids, battery energy storage and
renewable solutions, including more than 2 GW
of wind and 1 GW of solar PV assets, on all
seven continents over the past 30 years.
The e-mesh PPC, based on Hitachi Energy’s RTU500 product
family, offers end-to-end solutions for power plant control,
combining advanced closed loop algorithms, built-in analytics,
software technology and hardware systems. The solution can
control battery energy storage solutions to ensure the highest
penetration of renewables share. It also increases grid stability
and provides reliable power while minimizing CO2 emissions.
The next-generation controllers are vendor-independent, thanks
to standard industrial connectivity, which helps to integrate a
vast range of resources from the field.
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e-mesh PPC
Power Plant Controller for renewable plants
Intelligent solution to perform and optimize plant complex operations.

Grid edge technology
e-mesh PPC uses grid edge technology
to stay ahead the curve by using IIoT
technology.
Grid code compliant
e-mesh PPC complies to diversified grid
codes, to ensure your plant stability.

Scalability
e-mesh PPC design is modular and scalable
to ensure easy future expansions.

Connectivity
e-mesh PPC supports various industrial
open protocols like IEC60870-104,
MODBUS, DNP3, etc.

emC PPC
Intelligent and efficient
power plant controller

Cybersecurity
e-mesh PPC includes technical features that
help utilities or other end users in becoming
compliant with NERC-CIP or IEC or local
cybersecurity regulations.
Robust solution
e-mesh PPC cabinets are designed to
operate even in harsh environments.
Easy to handle
e-mesh PPC is delivered as a pre-configured,
ready-to-use solution for your application to
ensure less time spent on site.
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e-mesh PPC
Power Plant Controller for renewable plants
Flexible solution that ensures grid stability and provides remote monitoring.

e-mesh PPC is a specifically designed state-of-art control
system for seamless integration of renewable assets into
transmission or distribution grids, maintaining grid reliability and
reducing overall operational and maintenance costs.
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e-mesh PPC
Power Plant Controller for renewable plants
Embedded closed control loops to ensure grid code compliance.

Active power control with ramp rate limiter
Active power control at the plant interconnection point with local
or remote reference point setting. Built-in ramp rate-limiting
algorithm ensures change rate in between two set point values
are within the acceptable limits

Reactive power regulation with sharing algorithm
e-mesh PPC has built-in control loops to regulate renewable
resource reactive power, maintaining grid voltage and power
factor. Set points for reactive power and power or voltage factors
must be defined by the operator through the local HMI or using
and external reference.

Frequency support
e-mesh PPC supports both over frequency power curtailment
and under frequency power support. Active power is curtailed or
boosted when required in order to maintain plant stability.

Hybrid algorithm
When the renewable plant is installed along a battery energy
storage system, our hybrid algorithm ensures maximum
renewable power grid penetration.

Renewable smoothing
e-mesh PPC advanced algorithms together with the battery
energy storage system ensure a stable renewable plant power
output despite the energy resource unpredictability.

Capacitor bank management
When the renewable plant is connected to the capacitor bank
system, the embedded algorithm manages the capacitor bank
operation by switching according to pre-defined reactive power
thresholds.

Easy management
e-mesh PPC is delivered already pre-configured, requiring no
specific programming knowledge. The user-friendly HMI means
that the user only needs to enter the specific system parameters
for its commissioning.

e-mesh Monitor
Cloud-based remote monitoring and service platform offered as
SaaS service for your plant, to enable data logging and
visualization on any device by using the e-mesh platform.
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e-mesh PPC
Power Plant Controller for renewable plants
Two different versions to match your project requirements.

Lite version

Premium version

Suitable for small to medium plants, ranging from 10MW to
15MW with optional remote connectivity.

Designed for large installations with built-in redundancy; scalable
when required.

e-mesh PPC hardware is based on Hitachi
Energy’s RTU500 product family, which is
designed to match the flexible needs of
renewable energy resources maintaining
stability and reliability with minimum
operation and maintenance costs
Intuitive user interface
Both version of PPC delivered with pre-engineered web-interface for
configuration and diagnostics and no additional software is required,
optionally, local touch panel is available for easy access.
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System study support
Hitachi Energy is able to provide power plant controller
simulation models for DigSILENT PowerFactory, PSS/e and
PSCAD platforms upon request, to support grid impact studies
and de-risk project execution, significantly improving time and
cost saving.

Global service support
Hitachi Energy’s global service and support team helps your
organization to reduce maintenance activity, improve asset
performance and training can also be provided.
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